
ECUSTOMER ASSISTANCE

eCustomer Assistance Made Simple™

An intelligent integrated desktop for eCustomer assistance 

Today’s eBusinesses need to manage the rising tide of online interactions—and 
learn as much as possible from each contact. 

How can you be certain that every eCustomer interaction, whether email or instant 
message, will be handled quickly and effectively by the most qualified agent?

How can you ensure that each customer service representative will have accurate 
and current eCustomer history, so that eCustomers will receive consistent, 
personalized assistance with every communication? 

How can you assess the effectiveness of your site, using every interaction as a 
powerful source of business intelligence? 

For your Web site to have maximum impact on your bottom line, you must make 
every point of contact—Web, email and live—an opportunity to build effective 
eCustomer relationships, one interaction at a time.

The Brightware® Contact Center™ is an intelligent information center that streamlines your eCustomer 
communications, allowing each interaction to foster customer satisfaction and loyalty. The Contact Center 
utilizes customer history, Web interaction data and information from both email and chat interactions to 
ensure that the customer service agents serving your eCustomers have the complete and up-to-date 
information they need to deliver seamless, superior eCustomer Assistance across every online touchpoint: 
Web, email and live.

To provide consistent handling of all eCustomer interactions, both email and live service agents share the 
Contact Center’s intuitive desktop and information repository, which includes current customer interaction 
data. If a customer sends email, receives a response, then later initiates an instant messaging session, the 
live service agent has immediate access to the entire email conversation. While different agents may handle 
different parts of the conversation, each has immediate access to all previous threads, allowing the 
customer to feel as if they were continually talking to the same agent.

To make your eBusiness more responsive, the Contact Center uses the push model of message distribution, 
sending both email and instant messages directly to the most appropriate available agent. As a result, email 
messages and live chat communications never languish in queues or personal mailboxes waiting for agent 
handling and eCustomers experience a rapid response to their inquiries. 

Brightware’s integrated Contact Center also stores valuable customer data from Web, email and live 
channels, and makes this information available to agents, allowing them to provide the highest level of 
personalized eCustomer service on your Web site.

Brightware Contact Center



With just one click, agents can choose from a list of 
suggested responses in the Smart Window’s library.

The Supervisor’s desktop lets managers monitor 
agent activity and reassign staff as needed.

Brightware  Web Assistance

• Data from eCustomer interactions with Brightware® Concierge™ can be stored in the Contact Center and 
instantly used to enrich future email and live communications, and to augment CRM data.   Shared customer 
history means Brightware Email and Live Assistance agents have complete customer profiles, increasing 
productivity and effectiveness, enhancing customer satisfaction, and fostering long-term customer retention.

• If eCustomers escalate from Web to email or live channels, all information gathered during the initial Web 
interaction is provided to the Contact Center to create a consistent assessment of the customer’s needs.

Brightware Email and Live Assistance

• Email and live assistance agents using Brightware Answer and Brightware Converse share 
the Contact Center’s intuitive Agent Desktop, which provides comprehensive customer 
information, Single-Click™ workflow and the Smart Window™,    so agents can rapidly review, 
approve and send email or instant messages with just one click.  

• Using proven automation technology to understand email and instant message content, the 
Contact Center pushes eCustomer inquiries to the most appropriate agents when they 
become available.  Each agent sees the complete threads of previous customer interactions 
(both email and instant messages) so they can provide fully informed and consistent service 
to every customer.

• Agents for both channels share a unified desktop and common knowledge base, allowing 
them to support to both email and live interactions equally.   

• With the unified desktop, supervisors have maximum control over both email and live 
assistance workflow and can assign agents to either—or both—products.

Agent Desktop

Both email and live assistance agents share the Contact Center’s intuitive Agent Desktop, which provides all the information agents 
need on a single screen.  Intelligent workflow and robust productivity tools boost the efficiency of your eCustomer service agents.         

Single-Click Workflow and the Smart Window: 
The Agent Desktop provides comprehensive customer information, 
Single-Click workflow and the Smart Window, so email and live 
agents can rapidly review, approve and send messages.  By 
focusing on the experience of Contact Center agents, Brightware 
has reduced the effort required to ensure exceptional 
eCustomer Assistance. 

Best-in-class productivity tools:
The Desktop’s grammar and spell checking, editing tools and hot 
keys all boost agent responsiveness.         

Leverages your existing email environment:
With Brightware, you don't have to give up the systems you've 
already invested in. Brightware integrates seamlessly with any 
SMTP-compliant server.

Supervisor Desktop

The Contact Center’s unified Supervisor desktop offers real-time monitoring and management of common queues, agents 
and service levels, dramatically simplifying administration of email and live assistance.      

Real-time monitoring:
Supervisors can simultaneously monitor common email and live assistance queues or agent groups. Smart filters allow 
supervisors to monitor messages in a queue by customer, date or subject.

Supervisor review:
Supervisors can control the review process by selecting specific agents they would like to review. Additionally, agents can 
request a review for any message. Smart filters allow supervisors to monitor messages requiring review by group, by agent, 
by classification, or whether agents edited assisted answers.       

Flexible control: 
The Contact Center’s unified desktop gives supervisors maximum 
control over both email and live assistance workflow.  With a single 
click, supervisors can reassign entire groups of agents to either—or 
both—channels in response to unexpected peaks in load volumes.  
Just as easily, they can establish or change queue priorities, service 
level limits and warning alerts. 

Superior management tools: 
Point-and-click editors let supervisors easily create and add 
templates to the response library to speed response to frequently-
asked email and instant message inquiries.  Supervisors can also 
establish hotkeys to speed template selection and pre-set 
classification categories for tracking and reporting purposes. 

The Contact Center Supports…
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Adding Brightware Contact Center to your site
Brightware Contact Center can be installed as a stand-alone application, or integrated with other 
Brightware eCustomer Assistance products, to power highly accurate assistance automation. 

Recommended minimum requirements for Contact Center are:

Brightware Server*
Brightware Contact Center software 
Intel Pentium II 400 with Microsoft Windows NT 4.0
128 MB RAM, 1GB free disk space 
Email client with connection to mail server 
Database client with connection to database server

Routing Server*  
Brightware Contact Center software
Intel Pentium II 400 with Microsoft Windows NT 4.0 
128 MB RAM, 1 GB disk 
Email client with connection to mail server 
Database client with connection to database server

Bright Agent Desktop  
Pentium 200 
64 MB RAM, 1GB free disk space
Email client with connection to mail server 
Database client with connection to database server

 Supervisor Desktop 
Pentium II 400 
Microsoft 95/98/NT 
128 MB RAM, 1GB free disk space 
Email client with connection to mail server 
Database client with connection to database server

Supported Mail Servers 
Microsoft Exchange 5.0 or 5.5 
SMTP/POP3 compliant mail servers 

Supported Databases 
Microsoft SQL Server 6.5 or 7.0 
Oracle7 or Oracle8 Server
Recommended minimum configuration:
Dual or single Pentium II 400 (dedicated)
250 MB RAM

*Depending on email volume, the Brightware Server and Routing Server can be combined. 
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